
With her innate ability to recognize opportunities, identify trends and translate designer visions into 

successful collections, Carole Hochman continues to be one of the most influential woman in the 

intimate apparel and sleepwear business in the U.S. today. 

Carole’s career in intimate apparel began by accident: while studying fashion design at Drexel 

University, a college in Philadelphia, Carole landed a job at Bergdorf Goodman in a department she’d 

previous given very little thought—lingerie. Learning the business through hard work and hands-on 

dedication, Carole was hired soon after by a lingerie company where she had the opportunity to design 

sleepwear for Bonwit Teller. Even without knowing about garment construction or the fabrics required 

to produce them, she perfected the collection on the first try and launched her career into the dreamy 

world of intimate apparel.  

The following year, Carole joined a small, New York-based intimate apparel design firm and 

truly learned to design collections that would satisfy women’s fantasies, as well as their lifestyle needs. 

She pioneered new directions in intimate apparel, and in 1985, as a testament to Carole’s vision and 

talent, the company was re-named Carole Hochman Design Group. 

What began as a youthful dream to become a New York City fashion designer evolved into a 

global loungewear movement, and Carole built an enormous cache of brands through her career. 

Traveling several times a year to Europe she mastered the art of flawless construction and 

experimented with different textiles and fabrics during her time there. Carole Hochman has now been 

designing intimate apparel for more than 30 years. Under her guidance, the Carole Hochman Design 

Group built an impressive portfolio of brands: it manufactured not only the Carole Hochman brand of 

sleepwear, loungewear and daywear, but also owned OnGossamer, Jane and Bleeker, Midnight, and 

the licenses to several exceptional collections including Christian Dior, Oscar de la Renta, Ralph 

Lauren, Jockey, Donna Karan and Betsey Johnson, each with its own distinctive positioning and style. 

In 2010 and ready for a new frontier, Carole chose to sell the Carole Hochman Design Group 

and in 2013 pursue the craft of building a small company from the ground level. In 2015 she became 

CEO of the publically-traded Naked Brand Group, which at the time was only a small company 

marketing men’s underwear. 

The art of designing for men presented a new challenge, but under Carole’s leadership, Naked 

has evolved from a collection of only men’s underwear to a vast array that includes women’s intimates, 

sleepwear and loungewear. Navigating the world of e-commerce and growing a small company into a 

successful brand has proved extremely gratifying, and today, the Naked Brand Group is a healthy 

company on the verge of a merger with a larger Australian underwear company, to which Carole says: 

Here we go again! 

Renowned for her designs, Carole also keeps her charity work close to her heart, serving on 

the board of the Council of Fashion Designers of America as well as keeping involved with Drexel 

University and, of course, Sanctuary for Families. She is also on the board of The Westport Playhouse 



and splits her time between her home on the gorgeous Connecticut shoreline and an apartment in 

Manhattan. Her family has expanded to include her two married children and six grandchildren. 

Carole Hochman is a builder of powerhouse companies and an industry pioneer in women’s sleepwear, 

but through it all, her first passion remains, simply, design. 


